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Abstract
Modelling methods are applied for decades focussing on the analysis and design of holistic conceptual
representations of entire enterprises. Creation and interpretation of such holistic representations in one
single model is unrealistic. It is therefore widely adopted to refer to multi-view enterprise modelling
methods. Such methods decompose the holistic model into views that focus only on some aspects while
omitting others. The views, however, rather usually than rarely overlap. Usability and utility of multiview enterprise models therefore significantly depends on consistency between all views. This paper
explores enterprise modelling methods with a focus on multi-view consistency, thereby contributing a
thorough investigation of the syntactic and semantic overlaps between views. It then abstracts from
concrete examples to derive generic consistency patterns which can be specified in a novel formalism.
Utility of the formalism is evaluated in two case study applications. One strength of this approach is its
conceptual nature, enabling its adoption by method engineers who not necessarily have a computer
science background. The consistency patterns facilitate specification of modelling methods while the
formalism eases the validation of models, and the implementation of multi-view modelling tools.
Keywords: Multi-view modelling, consistency, patterns, enterprise modelling, metamodelling.

1

Introduction

Enterprise modelling (EM) has been common practice for decades (Sandkuhl et al., 2016). EM aims to
establish a holistic representation of the entire enterprise, thereby creating models of “goals and processes, organization and products structures, IT-systems” (Zdravkovic et al., 2015). With the technological changes (e.g., Internet of Things), the economic changes (e.g., platform ecosystems or productservice systems), and the fierce competition due to the possibilities of innovative start-ups, enterprises
are today more than ever liable to continuous change. This change is often referred to as ‘transformation’
or more recently as ‘digital transformation’, considering the paramount role of information technology.
Enterprise models are powerful for managing this digital transformation, especially when utilized
properly (cf. Sandkuhl et al., 2016). EM can act as a formalized knowledge base enabling intersubjective
understanding and machine-processing (Bork and Fill, 2014; Giannoulis et al., 2013) or for creating
genuinely flexible, controllable, and usable models of an enterprise (Bork and Alter, 2018). It is not
feasible to cover all aspects of an enterprise in one overarching model, therefore multi-view modelling
methods have been employed. These methods decompose the overarching enterprise model into multiple
views to foster understanding by human beings. The separation of the enterprise models into, e.g., structural, behavioral, technological, procedural, capability, contextual views (Loucopoulos and Kavakli,
2016; Zdravkovic et al., 2015) is mostly redundant, i.e., syntactic and/or semantic overlaps are predominant. The description of these overlaps and the preservation of consistency between all views are vital,
e.g., for utility of the method and proper tooling (Bork, 2015; Lopez-Herrejon and Egyed, 2011).
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When looking at the specification of EM methods, a high level of detail is given for the modelling
language and its decomposition into views. However, only scarce information can be found regarding
the view overlaps and consistency requirements. On the one hand, authors might deem that consistency
is inherently specified by having a closer look at the decomposition specifications. On the other, specifying consistency requirements comprehensively for large EM languages is particularly time consuming
and challenging. One aspect that contributes to this situation is the lack of: a procedure one can follow,
and a formalism one can use. This hinders validation of models, machine processing of models, and the
conceptualization of EM tools. The research applied to realize the paper at hand was guided by these
research questions: RQ1: Which overlaps between multi-view conceptual models can be distinguished?
RQ2: How can generic consistency patterns be specified in a technology-agnostic manner?
This paper contributes a formalism that enables the precise specification of consistency requirements
that targets the aforementioned weaknesses in a procedural way. Following the design science research
(DSR) methodology, we develop generic multi-view consistency patterns as a new artefact of type construct. A DSR construct artefact can be a “concept, assertion, or syntax that has been constructed from
a set of statements, assertions, or other concepts” (Peffers et al., 2012, p. 401). As an evaluation, the
artefact is applied within two real EM case studies showing its suitability (Peffers et al., 2012, p. 402).
This paper first provides a sound foundation on multi-view enterprise modelling, consistency between
views, and related works (Section 2). Afterwards, consistency issues of several enterprise modelling
methods are analyzed in Section 3. The identified, concrete consistency requirements are then abstracted
toward generic consistency patterns and a formalism for their specification in Section 4. In Section 5,
the patterns and the formalism are used to specify the consistency requirements of two enterprise modelling methods. A SWOT analysis is presented in Section 6. Finally, some conclusions are drawn.

2

Foundations and Related Works

2.1

Multi-view Enterprise Modelling

The notions "view" and "multi-view modelling" have various meanings depending on the application
domain (Kheir et al., 2013). A prominent perception is employed in enterprise architecture management
by the ISO/IEC/IEEE 42010 (International Organization for Standardization, 2011) standard. There, a
view is defined as a “work product expressing the architecture of a system from the perspective of specific system concerns”. The view is derived by the requirements of specific stakeholders and their purposes and stays on a conceptual level.
Within this paper, a multi-view modelling method is regarded as a specialized instantiation of the generic modelling method framework as introduced by Karagiannis and Kühn (2002) (see Figure 1). A
modelling method is composed of: (i) a modelling language that defines the syntax (concepts and their
relationships, e.g., in form of a meta model), the semantics (explicit properties in concept schemata),
and the notation (the graphical representation of the constructs), (ii) a modelling procedure that establishes the steps to be followed in order to attain various modelling goals, and (iii) mechanisms & algorithms that process the knowledge in diagrammatic models (Karagiannis, Buchmann, et al., 2016).
Our generic viewpoint-based multi-view modelling theory is then applied in relation to the generic modelling method framework. Each view is an instance of a viewpoint. The viewpoint specifies the modelling language that one can use when creating a view of that specific type. Thus an analogy to the relationship between meta model and model in conceptual modelling (Bork et al., 2015) is also employed
between viewpoint and view. Based on whether or not one overarching meta model exists, projective
and synthetic multi-view modelling methods can be distinguished (Cicchetti et al., 2011a). In the former
case, views can be derived by projecting certain concepts out of the overarching meta model. By contrast, in the latter case every view has its distinct meta model. Considering the design process of multiview modeling methods, projective follows a top-down approach, i.e., first the overarching meta model
is developed, then the projection operators that derive the viewpoints from it. In the synthetic case, a
bottom-up approach is followed by integrating previously unrelated and distinct meta models.
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Figure 1.

2.2

Components of modelling methods (Karagiannis and Kühn, 2002)

Multi-View Consistency

When multiple views represent the same system under study, overlaps are inevitable. Those overlaps
can be of syntactic nature in cases where at least one syntactic element is part of two viewpoints, and/or
semantic, in cases where different syntactic elements in two viewpoints represent the same aspect of the
system under study. The notion of inter-view consistency then refers to the extent to which the information contained in multiple views does not contradict each other. Figure 2 visualizes different kinds of
inter-view relationships proposed by Persson et al. (2013). In the following, we will concentrate on such
methods that have syntactic and semantic overlaps. If syntax and semantics of two views are orthogonal/independent to/of each other, we don’t consider them a multi-view modeling method but a loose
coupling of multiple modeling languages. Consistency requirements do not exist in such cases.

Figure 2.

Inter-view Relationships (Persson et al. 2013)

A multi-view model is characterized as being consistent, if all views are syntactically and semantically
consistent to each other. Keeping the multiple views consistent and providing suitable visualization
means is crucial for the utility and the applicability of a multi-view modelling method (Bork, 2015),
since the views are interrelated and their semantics and/or syntax is overlapping. From here arises the
challenging and foremost question we intend to address in this paper: How to identify and formally
specify such overlaps by means of consistency requirements? In order to derive an answer, we first
review related works, before we contribute our new formalism and procedure for specifying consistency
requirements of multi-view modeling methods.

2.3

Related Works

Identification and management of consistency between multiple views is not new in itself. Lots of research can be found in the field of systems analysis and design, not only limited to enterprise modelling.
Regardless of the concerned field, there are primarily two preoccupations when dealing with consistency: (1) Consistency preservation, i.e., how to ensure consistent views; and (2) consistency checking, i.e., how to verify whether the views are consistent (Awadid and Nurcan, 2017). Considering these
two preoccupations, two main research streams can be derived which will be delineated in the following.
Afterwards, some approaches to formally specify requirements of modelling methods are discussed.
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In the first research stream, different consistency preservation techniques have been proposed. One of
the most common techniques is model transformations in model-driven development. Model transformations are often used to ensure consistency between a source model and a target model. Rules are
specified that define which patterns in a source model can be transformed into patterns in the target
model. When considering the involved models and the transformation specification as a graphs, Triple
Graph Grammars (TGG) can be employed (Guerra et al., 2013). In this vein, (Hermann et al., 2015)
propose a formal synchronization framework based on TGGs in order to preserve consistency between
source and target models. Moreover, model transformations have been used to automatically restore
consistency between multiple concurrently modified models (e.g., (Cicchetti et al., 2011b; Ehrig et al.,
2015; Poskitt et al., 2014). One other recent approach for consistency preservation was published by
Karagiannis et al. (2016). The approach is based on semantic graphs derived from diagrammatic models,
and queries acting upon these graphs. As application scenarios, view transformations, view synchronization, and passive view consistency checks are presented.
The focus of the second research stream is on supporting consistency checking of distinct models. Examples of this stream appear in the area of software and systems modelling with UML, where several
consistency checking formalisms have been proposed. See e.g., Object Constraint Language (Millan et
al., 2009; Object Management Group (OMG), 2014), Query View Transformation Language (Object
Management Group (OMG), 2016), or Alloy (Farias et al., 2017; Gammaitoni et al., 2017). Many other
approaches build on the constraint programming paradigm as a basis for checking consistency between
UML models (e.g., (Cabot et al., 2014; Mazo et al., 2011; Vierhauser et al., 2012)).
All of the mentioned works apply technical means either to preserve (first research stream) or to check
(second research stream) consistency. Accordingly, they are powerful in the context of automating transformations between views or the transformative generation of views. However, all of these approaches
require a deep understanding of the formalisms, targeting at technologically affine users. Furthermore,
they all focus on syntactic aspects, omitting semantics and notation to a great extent.
When searching for related works in the field of requirements engineering and specification techniques
for modelling methods, only limited literature can be found that also comprehends inter-viewpoint consistency. FDMM (Fill et al., 2012), is a formalism for describing ADOxx meta models and models.
FDMM has been successfully applied for divers EM methods, e.g., HORUS (Fill et al., 2013) or
RUPERT (Johannsen and Fill, 2016). Its strength is in its expressive power for meta models conceptualized on the ADOxx meta modelling platform (Fill and Karagiannis, 2013). A recent approach for the
specification of modelling methods by utilizing a domain-specific language called MM-DSL has been
proposed by (Visic et al., 2015). Whereas the approach seems appealing, it is currently in a draft state.
Due to their formal foundation, the application of FDMM and MM-DSL currently requires preparation
and studying of the relevant publications.
Compared to these approaches, the focus of this paper is on investigating the specifics of inter-view
consistency requirements between conceptual modelling views and proposing a technology-agnostic
specification formalism by re-purposing the generic modelling method framework (see Figure 1). This
formalism provides conceptual support for both, consistency preserving and checking of multi-view
conceptual models. Thus, the contribution of this paper is not a technical solution but a procedure and
formalism to elicit consistency requirements guiding method engineers during the specification of multiview modelling methods. The approach aims to balance the requirement of being precise enough for
tool developers while remaining to being applicable by non-technical users using pen and paper.

3

Toward the Identification of Consistency Patterns

This section reports on the results of an explorative research approach we applied to identify prevalent
consistency patterns in multi-view EM methods. At first, we analysed several different methods, e.g.
MEMO (Frank, 2014), Semantic Object Model (SOM) (Ferstl et al., 2016; Ferstl and Sinz, 2013), Enterprise Knowledge Development (EKD) (Barrios and Nurcan, 2004; Loucopoulos et al., 1997;
Loucopoulos and Kavakli, 1999), and ARIS (Scheer and Schneider, 2006). Given that each modelling
method describes an enterprise in its own way, many different descriptions were investigated. However,
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even informal specifications of view relationships were scarcely found. In the following, we will therefore focus on the EKD and SOM methods. This is mainly due to two reasons: (1) The chosen methods
are among the few ones for which consistency requirements have been explicitly defined to some extent,
and (2) the space limitation of the paper. Furthermore, we concentrate the analysis on the business process related aspects of the methods, as business process modelling itself requires the integration of multiple perspectives (Awadid, 2017; Awadid and Nurcan, 2016; Letsholo et al., 2012; Sousa et al., 2007).

3.1

Consistency Patterns in EKD

This section briefly introduces the business process modelling part of the EKD method with an emphasis
on their consistency requirements. An EKD business process is comprehensively modelled by three
interrelated views: the Actor-Role view, the Role-Activity view, and the Business Objects view. Table 1
shows a brief description of the EKD business process views (Awadid and Nurcan, 2016).
EKD Viewpoint

Viewpoint Description

Actor-Role view

A high-level view of the association between actors and the different responsibilities (called roles) that they hold in different processes.

Role-Activity view

A detailed view of the activities in which a role of a given actor is involved.

Business Objects view

Depicts resources (physical or informational) that are required by one or more
activities being performed by a role.

Table 1.

EKD business process modelling viewpoints.
Actor-Role
Actor

Operational
Goal

1..*

Authorization

1
Coordination

plays
1..*

Role-Activity

2, *

1..* contains

Activity

1

2, *
condition
0, 1
Parallel

0, 1

1

source
0, 1

1

target

*

1

source

*

Role

1..*

Dependency

Objective

1..*

1

Performed
by
1

target
0, 1

Resource

1

Alternative

Business
Process

Sequence

1

Logical
Precedence

initial

Business Objects

1

State

Transition

1

final

1
1..*

1..*
has
1..*
0..*

Attribute

0..*

1

1

Object
1..*
has

Aggregation

causes

1..*
Link

1..*

Operation

1..*
Is activated
by
1..*
Event

Condition/
iteration

External

Internal

Composition

{Exclusive}

1

has
Inheritance

Temporal

1

Predicate
Association

Figure 3.

EKD business process meta model (adapted from (Awadid and Nurcan, 2016))
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Figure 3 visualizes the three meta models of the viewpoints together with their relationships. It can be
seen, that the meta models comprise syntactic overlaps (cf. Figure 2), e.g., the concepts Role and Business Process are part of the Actor-Role and the Role-Activity viewpoint. Besides the syntactic overlaps
which can be identified rather easy by looking at the meta models, EKD also has semantic overlaps (cf.
Figure 2), e.g., between the concept Object in the Business Objects viewpoint and the concept Activity
in the Role-Activity viewpoint by means of a use / produce relationship. A second semantic overlap
relates a Business Process in the Actor-Role view with at least one Activity in the Role-Activity view.
Such semantic overlaps are scarcely visible in meta models and therefore require expert domain
knowledge to be identified.
Figure 4 visualizes a simplified EKD multi-view business process model with some highlighted overlaps. It shows a car booking process centering the actors Customer, Travel Agent and Cab Operator and
their roles in the Actor-Role view on the upper left corner. On the lower area, the Role-Activity view
details the set of activities performed by a certain role (e.g., as highlighted for the Cab driver). On the
upper right corner, the corresponding Business Objects view is visualized, depicting the objects involved
in the business process, e.g., the Cab booking request object in the Business Objects view which is
derived from the Dependency Resource relationship A phone call in the Actor-Role view.

Figure 4.

An example of a multi-view business process model in EKD.

In the following, the semantic overlaps are investigated in more detail. The concept of an overlapping
concept is introduced. An overlapping concept (OC) is a concept that is represented in two different
viewpoints by either the same syntactic element (i.e., syntactic view overlaps), or by different syntactic
elements (i.e., semantic view overlaps). Referring to the discussed syntactic view overlap of the concept
Role in the EKD meta model depicted in Figure 3, one would expect that the exact same concept (regarding its syntax, semantics, and notation) is part of two views. However, the realization as visualized
in the example in Figure 4 shows, that the concept Role has two different notations: a flat rounded
rectangle with responsible goals in the Actor-Role viewpoint, and an elevated rounded rectangle with
all contained activities in the Role-Activity viewpoint.
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Table 2 shows an excerpt of the identified overlaps in EKD. For each overlapping concept (OC), its
counterparts in the corresponding EKD viewpoints (VP) are listed. The symbol ‘x’ means that no counterpart exists in the current viewpoint. Parenthesis are used to indicate whether an instance in a viewpoint
is an object or a relation. Brackets are furthermore used to define the attributes that establish the semantic
linkages between multiple viewpoints.
EKD VP
OC

Actor-Role

Role-Activity

Business Objects

X

Business Object (Object)

Actor

Actor (Object)

Role

Role (Object)

Role (Object)

X

Operational Goal

Role (Object) {Operational Goal}

A sequence of at least 2
activities (Object) related to that operational
goal {relates}.

X

Dependency Resource

Dependency Resource
(Relation)

X

Business Object (Object)

Resource {Used or produced}

Business Object (Object)

Business Object

Table 2.

3.2

X

Excerpt of semantic view overlaps of the EKD method.

Consistency Patterns in SOM

The backbone of the SOM methodology is an enterprise architecture which uses different perspectives
on a business system via a set of models. These models are grouped into three model layers referring to
a business plan, business process models, and resource models. In order to reduce complexity, each
model layer is subdivided into several viewpoints, each focusing on specific aspects of a model layer.
Table 3 lists and briefly describes the viewpoints of the SOM business process layer.
SOM Viewpoint

Viewpoint Description

Interaction Schema

A structural perspective on the business process. It shows the relationships between business objects and business transactions, thereby
revealing the employed coordination principles.

Task-Event Schema

A behavioural perspective on the business process by visualizing the
sequence of tasks necessary to execute a business process.

Transaction Decomposition

A tree-based structure of the decomposition rules applied to the set of
initial business transactions.
A tree-based structure of the decomposition rules applied to the set of
initial business objects.

Object Decomposition

Table 3.

SOM business process modelling viewpoints.

Figure 5 shows the integrated SOM business process meta model. It can be seen, that the SOM business
process model comes with syntactic view overlaps (cf. Figure 2), e.g., the concept Business Transaction
is part of the Interaction Schema, the Task-Event Schema, and the Transaction Decomposition viewpoints. Moreover, semantic view overlaps can be derived, e.g., one Business Object is related to at least
one Task in the Task-Event Schema by means of a comprises relationship.
In Figure 6, a simplified SOM business process model with all four views is visualized: Transaction
Decomposition on the top left, Object Decomposition on the lower left, Interaction Schema on the top
right, and the Task-Event Schema on the lower right. The business process describes on a high level of
abstraction how a seller is coordinating the sell products process with the buyer. A transaction-based
coordination is employed, decomposing the initial business transaction into a sequence of an initiating
transaction ‘advertise products’, a contracting transaction ‘negotiate conditions’, and an enforcing
transaction ‘sell product’. Due to limited space, readers interested in a detailed introduction to SOM
need to be referred to the literature (Ferstl et al., 2016; Ferstl and Sinz, 2006).
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Task-Event Schema (TES)
External
Event

Internal Event

0,*

0,*

triggers

couples tightly

1,*

2,2

Task
Object Decomposition

1,*

2,2

comprises

consists of

couples loosely

1,1
Time-continuous
Parameterization 0,*

Business
Object

continuously
controls

consists of

Business
1,* Transaction

2,2
connects

consists of

1,*
1,*

Good /
1,* Service

delivers

2,2
Transaction Decomposition
Interaction Schema (IAS)

Figure 5.

SOM business process meta model (adapted from (Ferstl and Sinz, 2006)).

It can be derived from Figure 6, that the four views share a number of syntactic view overlaps (e.g., the
seller concept is part of multiple views), as well as semantic view overlaps (e.g., buyer is not only a
concept in the Object Decomposition view but also an attribute of three Tasks in the Task-Event
Schema). For readability purposes only some of the overlaps are visualized in the figure.

Figure 6.

An example of a multi-view business process model in SOM.

In Table 4, the semantic view overlaps between the SOM business process model views are described
in more detail by applying the overlapping concept as introduced previously. In SOM, some concepts,
e.g., the Business Transaction are part of several viewpoints. The meta model visualized in Figure 5
indicates, that in all three viewpoints the same syntactic concept is used. However, the Business Transaction concepts is represented by a modelling class in the Transaction Decomposition, but by a relation
class in the Interaction Schema and Task-Even Schema (indicated by the parenthesis in Table 4).
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SOM VP

Interaction Schema

Task-Event Schema

Object
Decomposition

Transaction
Decomposition

Business Transaction (Relation)

Business Transaction (Relation);
For each Business
Transaction exactly
two Tasks (Objects)
need to be coupled
{send/ receive task}.

X

Business Transaction (Object)

OC
Business Transaction

Business Object

X

Task

Business Transaction (Relation)
{couples}

Table 4.

For each Business
Object at least one
Task (Object) needs
to be comprised.

Business Object
(Object)

X

Task (Object)

Business Object
(Object) {comprises}

Business Transaction (Object)
{couples}

Excerpt of semantic view overlaps of the SOM method.

A different observation is related to the semantic view overlap between the Task concept in the TaskEvent Schema (TES) and the Business Transaction. This semantic relationship between the two concepts
is realized by an attribute of the Task concept in the Task-Event Schema. Hence, every Task in the TaskEvent Schema has an attribute that refers to the corresponding Business Transaction by means of a
couples relationship (indicated by the brackets {} in Table 4).

4

Generic Consistency Patterns

In the following, the concrete patterns identified in the preceding sections are abstracted to derive generic patterns that are independent of any modelling method. Furthermore, a generic formalism for
multi-view consistency pattern specification is proposed.

4.1

A Generic Pattern Specification Framework

The utilization of meta models not only for the specification of a modelling language’s syntax but as the
primary source for consistency specifications (Buchmann and Karagiannis, 2016), or the integration
between conceptual models and ontologies (Fill and Burzynski, 2009), is already common practice.
However, when focusing only on the syntactic aspects, semantics and notation of the modelling languages are not considered. As the analysis in Section 3 showed, especially the semantic view overlaps
are challenging to be identified and managed. Consequently, and by referring to the generic modelling
method framework (see Figure 1), the multi-view patterns comprise all modelling language components.
Thus, three criteria for multi-view patterns can be derived: syntax, semantics, and notation. As a fourth
criterion, cardinality is introduced. Cardinality is an established concept for specifying constraints on
modelling languages. This criterion supports cases, where no 1:1 mapping between syntactic concepts
is given. Table 5 provides a description of each consistency pattern criteria.
Pattern Criteria

Description

Syntax

The syntactic elements of the viewpoints affected by the overlap. A syntactic element
can be either a modelling class, a relation class, or an attribute that represents a semantic link to a modelling class or relation class.

Semantics

The semantic meaning of the concepts affected by the overlap.

Notation

The graphical representation (i.e. visualization) of the affected concepts.

Cardinality

The quantitative aspects for the syntactic elements of the affected viewpoints.

Table 5.

Multi-view consistency pattern specification criteria.
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4.2

A Formalism for the Specification of Multi-View Consistency Patterns

Using the criteria introduced in Table 5, one can create a generic specification of a multi-view consistency pattern. The generic patterns always analyse a pair of two concepts of two viewpoints (see
Figure 7). We believe this is the only feasible approach in order to manage the complexity of identifying
consistency issues and developing consistency-preserving mechanisms. In cases where more than two
views (n > 2) are given, the patterns need to be applied n * (n -1) times in order to realize a comprehensive specification of the multi-view consistency requirements. Every application comprises an analysis
of all pairs of concepts of the involved viewpoints.

Figure 7.

Overlapping concept pattern in multi-view models.

A generic specification of a multi-view consistency pattern for a source concept (C, equation 1) and an
overlapping concept in a second viewpoint (C’, equation 2) is given by the following quadruple:
(1)

C

=

(Syn, Sem, Not, Card)

(2)

C’

=

(Syn’, Sem’, Not’, Card’)

For each criterion in the Consistency Pattern Pattern (C, C’) can be defined, whether a similarity is
given or a translation needs to be specified, indicated by the → symbol in equation 3.
(3)

Pattern (C, C’) =

(Syn → Syn’, Sem → Sem’, Not → Not’, Card → Card’)

An overlapping concept can be semantically equivalent but syntactically and notationally different, or
syntactically and semantically equivalent, but notationally different etc. All consistency pattern criteria
are independent from each other, therefore similarity needs to be analysed independently for all of them.

5

Evaluation

Evaluation of the proposed generic multi-view consistency patterns is performed by two use cases
(Peffers et al., 2012, p. 402). This evaluation shows the suitability of the artefact, the generic consistency
patterns and the formalism, in a real-world scenario with real enterprise modelling methods. Thus, the
generic consistency pattern formalism is first used to specify the consistency patterns of the EKD
method and then also for the SOM method. Table 6 and Table 7 list an excerpt of the consistency patterns
together with a brief rationale. For each criterion, similarity is indicated by ‘=’ and dissimilarity by ‘!=’.
EKD
VP

Actor-Role view

Role-Activity view

Business Objects view

C= (SYN =Actor, SEM = a
participant of the business
process, NOT = rectangle,
CARD = 1)

X

C’= (SYN =Business Object,
SEM = data produced/used in
the business process, NOT =
class, CARD = 1)

OC

Actor

Rationale: For any Actor in the Actor-Role VP, one Business Object in the Business Objects
VP needs to be given.
Pattern(C, C’) = (Syn != Syn’, Sem = Sem’, Not != Not’, Card = Card’)
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C= (SYN = Role, SEM =
the responsibilities of a business process participant,
NOT = Rounded Rectangle
with Goals, CARD = 1)

Role

C’= (SYN = Role, SEM =
the responsibilities of a business process participant,
NOT = Rounded Rectangle
with Activities, CARD = 1)

X

Rationale: For any Role in the Actor-Role VP, one Role in the Role-Activity VP needs to be
given.
Pattern(C, C’) = (Syn = Syn’, Sem = Sem’, Not != Not’, Card = Card’)

Operational
Goal

C= (SYN = Operationsl
Goals attribute, SEM = the
goals associated to a specific
role within the business process, NOT = list of goals
within the Role notation,
CARD = 1)

C’= (SYN = Activity, SEM
= a set of activities necessary to achieve a goal, NOT
= small square placed within
the corresponding Role notation, CARD = 2..*)

X

Rationale: For any Operational Goal in the Actor-Role VP, at least two activities in the RoleActivity VP need to be given.
Pattern(C, C’) = (Syn != Syn’, Sem != Sem’, Not != Not’, Card != Card’)

Dependency
Resource

C= (SYN = Resource Dependency, SEM = a necessary resource for a goal,
NOT = arrow with ‘R’,
CARD = 1)

C’= (SYN = Business Object,
SEM = data required, NOT =
class, CARD = 1)

X

Rationale: For any Resource Dependency in the Actor-Role VP, one Business Object in the
Business Objects VP needs to be given.
Pattern(C, C’) = (Syn != Syn’, Sem != Sem’, Not != Not’, Card = Card’)

Table 6.

Excerpt of EKD consistency patterns specifications.
SOM
VP

Interaction Schema

Task-Event Schema

C= (SYN = Business
Transaction, SEM =
corrdination of business objects, NOT =
arrow with transaction type as prefix,
CARD = 1)

C’= (SYN = Business
Transaction, SEM =
corrdination of tasks
of a business process,
NOT = arrow with
transaction type as
prefix, CARD = 1)

OC

Business
Transaction

Transaction
Decomposition

X

C’’= (SYN =
Business Transaction, SEM =
Business Transaction, NOT = Rectangle, CARD =
1)

Rationale: For any Business Transaction in the Interaction Schema, one Business Transaction in the Task-Event Schema and the Transaction Decomposition need to be given.
Pattern(C, C’) = (Syn = Syn’, Sem != Sem’, Not = Not’, Card = Card’)
Pattern(C, C’’) = (Syn = Syn’’, Sem != Sem’’, Not != Not’’, Card = Card’’)
X

Business
Object

Object
Decomposition

C’= (SYN = Responsible Business Object
attribute, SEM = responsibility for task
execution, NOT =
rounded rectangle,
CARD = 1..*)

C= (SYN = Business
Object, SEM = either
an environmental object or an object of
discourse, NOT = Ellipse (env. Obj.) or
Rectangle (Obj. of
Disc.), CARD = 1)

X

Rationale: For any Business Object in the Object Decomposition view, at least one task in
the Task-Event Schema needs to be assigned.
Pattern(C, C’) = (Syn != Syn’, Sem != Sem’, Not != Not’, Card != Card’)

Table 7.

Excerpt of SOM consistency patterns specifications.
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6

Discussion

The paper at hand introduced a procedure and a generic formalism for specifying multi-view consistency
requirements. In the following, a discussion of the presented approach is performed by means of a
SWOT analysis, thereby critically reflecting on strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, and threats.
Strengths: The presented approach contributes towards a precise specification of requirements for
multi-view EM. Existing approaches are technology-driven and require specific knowledge in computer
science - or even programming languages - to be utilized. By contrast, the presented approach builds
upon a generic modelling method framework that enables to narrow down multi-view consistency requirements along the generic criteria syntax, semantics, notation, and cardinality. It therefore not only
fills a research gap, but it also facilitates applicability by technology-agnostic users.
Weaknesses: The approach requires an understanding of conceptual modelling in general and the application domain of the method at hand. Moreover, the approach might be perceived as an unnecessary
burden when thinking of modelling methods that only serve the purpose of grasping an overview of
some complex phenomenon without the goal of processing the models. Hence, this approach is only
meaningful, when consistency is perceived necessary.
Opportunities: The presented approach contributes towards comprehensive and precise specifications
of multi-view modelling methods. This is beneficial for: a) modellers interested to learn/understand a
modelling method and apply it correctly; b) researchers aiming to validate/extend a given modelling
method, and c) tool developers responsible for realizing a modelling tool. In our future research, we aim
to integrate the formalism in a model-driven approach therefore enabling e.g., the Open Models Laboratory (OMiLAB) community (Bork and Miron, 2017; Karagiannis, Mayr, et al., 2016) in analysis and
design of multi-view modelling methods and their implementation on a meta modelling platform like
ADOxx (Fill and Karagiannis, 2013). A second stream of future research will focus on the operationalization of the consistency patterns. In this regard, the patterns ease the model-driven development of
consistency preserving mechanisms, e.g., by applying model queries and model transformations.
Threats: One thread to the validity of the presented approach is that it might be biased by the investigated EM methods. Moreover, one threat to validity is the potential bias by the authors who were in
charge of both, conducting the analysis and performing the evaluation. We aim to work on both threats
in our future work by publishing this approach and by enabling the modelling method community to
apply and evaluate it with more multi-view modelling methods.

7

Conclusions

Grounded on a modelling method framework, this paper introduced a generic procedure and a formalism
for the specification of consistency requirements of multi-view modeling methods. Applicability was
evaluated by two case studies. Thereby, multi-view consistency requirements for the Enterprise
Knowledge Development (EKD) and the Semantic Object Model (SOM) enterprise modelling methods
were specified using the formalism. The case studies showed, that conventional meta model-based specifications, focusing on syntactic aspects only, are neither complete nor adequate with regards to the
specific characteristics of semantically overlapping viewpoints. The proposed formalism tackles these
shortcomings. Eventually, utilization of the formalism supports the design and development of consistency-preserving multi-view modeling methods.
Future research will focus on three aspects: (1) Exploitation of the formalism and its application to
analyze a broader set of multi-view modelling methods. (2) Extension of the formalism, e.g., with regards to conditional consistency aspects. For some multi-view modelling methods (e.g., ComVantage
(Buchmann, 2016)), constraints need to further incorporate the attribute values of concepts in multiple
views. Hence, it is not sufficient to consider the meta model level of a method, but also the model level
when specifying overlaps. (3) Operationalization of the formalism in a model-driven approach in order
to further increases the value of the approach. Consistency patterns defined by the user may then be
automatically transformed into consistency-preserving mechanisms.
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